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Abstract

A possible way to uimulate the nuclear electromagnetic pulse on a
system In flight is to radiate a large amplitude pulse from an antenna to
the ayatem. This note considers some of the characteristic of ● circular
conicalantenna. syxmetricdllylocated on a ground plane, for radiating
a pulse from a faat capacitive enersy sourcac
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1. Introduction

In simulating the nuclear electromagneticpulse, one case of interest
concerns systems in flight. In some cases it may be desirable to actually
have the system in operation in flight during the simulated electromagnetic
pulse in order to achieve a more complete simulation. This type of a siruula-
tion test may require that very large amplitude field strengths cover very
large volumes since the system under test may be moving rather fast during
the test, and bhus may have to be separated some significant distance from
a simulator structure. One approach to such a simulator is to discharge
a fast, high-voltage,capacitive generator into a large antenna which in
turn radiates a narrow, large-amplitudepulse away from the antenna to the
system under test. We consider the antenna to be located on the ground
surface so as to allow the use of the largest appropriate generator the
state of the art will allow,

For this note.we choose the antenna to be a circular cone over a
perfectly conducting ground plane (taken infinite in extent for the calcula-
tions). This is illustrated in figure 1 together with a generator, For
simplicity the generator is taken as a charged transmission line of the
same pulse impedance as the circular cone. Thus, when the switch between
the generator and antenna is closed (in a time assumed short compared to
other times of interest) a rectangular pulse propagates outward on the
antenna and some fraction of the energy is radiated away from the antenna.
We choose a rectangular pulse from the generator to simplify some of the
calculations. Other generator configurationsgive different pulse shapes
and one may desire a different pulse shape.

There are.limitations on this type of simulator, Reflections are
introduced at Che cop of &he cone. Perhaps the adverse effects of such
reflections can be reduced by an appropriatelydesigned cap on Che cone,
but this is not considered in this noee. Also, pulses with widths small
compared to the transit time on the cone can propagate away from the antenna
with a I/r dependence for the amplitude, but pulses with widths comparable
to or greate~ Chan this transit timeare severely distorted in propagating
away from the antenna. The cone =ay then have to be quite tall for a good
pulse radiator.

In this note we consider some time-domain concepts in order to
obtain some bounds on the effectivenessof the circular cone as a pulse
radiator. Perhaps cones other than circular can be used for pulse
radiators,buc wc only consider circular cones because of the simplicity
introduced into the calculaciansby the azimuthal ($) independence of the
fields. Some othex usefal calculations fyr2c;nicalantennas (with
spherical caps) “havealso been perfo~med, > Y
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Figure 1. CIRCULAR CONICAL ANTENNA SIMULATOR
WITH MATCHED TRANSMISSION-LINE SOURCE
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11. Pulse Impedance and Field Distribution

●
✎ ✎

✎ ✎

Considering the TEM wave on the conical antenna, the cone and ground
plane may be treated as a conical transmissionline. This applies for the
pulse from the generator for times before the reflection from the top of the
cone reaches an observer situated at O<rza and e. < fl<; . There is an

equivalentcylindrical transmissionline (with coordinates (r,+,z’)) given
by the transformations4,5

and

where Z. is a constant which can be chosen. Since the antenna has azimuthal
($) symmetry, the potential function for the electric fi;ld is only a function
of r or 8, and is of the form C11n(r)+C2 or Clln[2zotan

()

]+C2 where the C’s
are constants. Z-

The pulse impedance of the coaxial, transmission-linegenerator of inner
radius, rl, and outer radius, r2, is

“*kln (?

(4)

where e and u are the permittivity an,dpermeability, respectively,of the
insulatingmedium in the generator. Taking c and H as equal to E. and PO,
respectively, (free space parameters) gives

(5]

Likewise using the transformationfrom equation 1, the pulse impedance
of the circular conical antenna is

4. W.R. Smythe,
5. Capt Carl ~.
mission Line as
Line, Jan. 1967

Static and Dynamic Electricity, Znd ed. 1950, p. 479.
Baum, Sensor and Simulation Note XXU, The Conical Trans-
a Nave Launcher and Terminator fc}ra Cylindrical Transmission
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= 60 In cot 4
2

(6)

Equating Zc and 2= from equations (5) and (6) gives the relation

1)>=cot ‘o
2- (7)

‘1

which matches the pulse from the generator onto the antenna. Choosing
convenient values of Za, the following table is obtained using the ab&e
relations.

‘a

(ohms)

25
50
75
100
125
200

Table I.

The pulse

e
o

(radians)

1.165
.820
.558
● 373
.2474
.0712

00 tan (6.) r2/rl

(degrees)

66.8 2.330 1.516
47.0 1,070 2;313
31*9 ,624 3*49
21.36 ,391 5.31
14.17 .2525 8.02
4.07 .0712 27.77

Pulse Impedance for Antenna and Generator

impedance of the cone is plotted in figure 2 versus O.,

The TEM waves on the cone (’inthe time domain) have a potential
function for the electric field of the form

v= (8)VofV(e) fl(t&/c)

where V. is a constant, fl

is a distribution function
setting it to zero for 6 =

is an arbitrary function of t-&/c, and fv

OfTe. For convenience fv is normalized by
~ and -t-lfor 0 = 00 giving

[)ln[tan ~ 1
fv =

lL/-=

(1

(9)
In[tan ~ ]

(e 1
ln[cot ~ ]

This is plotted in figure 3 versus 0 for various values of O., corresponding
to various values of Za,
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Figure 2. PULSE IMPEDANCE OF CIRCULAR CONICAL
ANTENNA SIMULATOR
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Figure 3. NORMALIZED POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION ON CIRCULAR CONICAL ANTENNA SIMULATOR
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The electric field associatedwith such TEM waves is of the form

where the electric field distributionfunction is

or

afV

‘E=-~

HSecz f!. ‘! . .

J

(11)

1=

sin(e’)ln[cot
()
>1

(12)

For given r and t the electric field is maximum on the cone, 6 = 6., at
which the electric field distributionfunccion i,.

The normalized electric field distribution is plotted in figure 4 versus 6
for various values of @o, correspondingto various values of Za. The
maximum value (equation (13)) for 8 = 60 is also included in this graph.

For a given voltage on che antenna there is a particular 00 for which
Che maximum electric field is minimized as can be seen in figure 4. Call
this particular 60 as 02. Instead of minimizing fE(80) maximize f~~(60)
(from equation (13))as

Then

()‘2cos(62)ln[cot-j--

02

sin(62)
]+—

[)

02
cot —

2

——”/= ~

(14)

(15)

.I
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Figure 4. NORMALIZED FIELD DISTRIBUTION ON
CIRCULAR CONICAL ANTENNA SIMULATOR
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or

2s’n(:)cOs($l$O’’’inlcot(~)’)’
()02

cos(B2)ln[cot~ ]

Cos(02)

[1

l+COS(62)

2 1* 1-COS(62)

cos(62)arctanh[cos{f32)l

This transcendentalequation can

COS@2) = .834

or

62
= ..585

and thereby from equation (6)

Za” = 72 ohm

60 = 62

There are other conditions under
maximum electric field. Instead
one might hold the power, V2/Za,
mediate 60 is optimum.

111. Clear Time

(16)

be solved for COS(62) giving

(17]

(18)

=J

(19)

which one might wish to minimize the
of holding the antenna voltage constant
constant. In each case

Now consider a time domain concept concerning the
from such a conical antenna. As illustrated in figure 5
the generator out onto the cone, Up until the time that

some inter-

fields radiated
send a pulse from
Che leading—

edge of the pulse reaches the top of the cone (of slant height, a) there
are no reflectionsand the pulse maintains its shape with the fields
decreasing in amplitude as I./r(for a constant retarded time, t-r/c).
Consider an observation point specified by 9.<0< ~ and r>>a. The

first fields to arrive at the observation point h;ve propagated along
a path of constant O. This initial signal is a spherical TEM wave as
in equation (10). Subsequentlya signal arrives at the observation
point from the disturbance at (r,6) = (a,60). The time delay between
these two signals we call the clear time, tb. Considering the pulse to
start at the base of the cone at t = O, then for Ott-r/c~tb the signal
is a TEM wave and a faithful reproduction of the i;itial pulse shape
while for larger retarded times the ’pulseshape may be
correspondingclear distanc&, b, or difference between
tion paths, in the limit of large r, is

10

distorted. The
the two propaga-
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b = a [l-COS(&Oo}l (20)

The clear time, tb, is just b/c.

The transit time on the cone, ta, is just a/c. A convenient parameter
is

‘b b
Bt=-= —= 1-COS(6-00)

a
a

(21)

which normalizes the clear time to t . Defining tk as the transit time on
&he assumed transmission-linegenera?or, the rectangular pulse from the
generator has a width

(22)

where now d is the spatial width of the pulse. Again it is convenient to
normalize the pulse width and define

‘d
2tk 2L d

D t —=—=–=—-=
t a a

a a
(23)

Then for D<B Che,observerat large r sees the entire pulse before any
reflectionsarrive; for D>B the observer at large r sees reflections mixed
in with part of the pulse. The dividing angle, 01, between these two cases,
defined by setting D=i3,is given by

cOs(el - O.) = I-D (24)

providing, of course, that D is small enough to give a 01 less than ~. The
extent in space, d, of the initial undistorted pulse is shown in figure 5
with the leading edge of the pulse at r = a. In addition, there is illustrated
a contour for the distance lag of reflectionsbehind the initial pulse (for
large r). This contour also defines that part of the initisl pulse (when
extended to large r) which has reflectionsmixed with it, t!~usgraphically
illustrating the part of the initial pulse which is distorted versus 8.
From this we can observe that to decrease the distortion OE the initial
pulse for a given O and decrease 01 we can decrease D and/oz decrease O..

After the reflectionsarrive at the observer the description of the
waveform becomes much more complex and is not treated here. One thing can
be said, however, about the radiated pulse based on frequency domain concepts.
For high frequencies (uta>>l)the fields propagate away from the antenna with
an amplitude dependence of r-l; for low fre uencies (wta<<l) the amplitude
of the fields falls off much faster than r-?

dipole antenna.
, a well-known xesult for a

In the limit of large r’and zero frequency the fields are
negligible compared to the high-frequencyfields. In the time domain this
means that for a finite pulse amplitude on the antenna, r times the full
time integral of the waveform is zero in the limit of large r, while r
times the wave amplitude is independentof r in the limit C: large r.
:issumingthat a single polarity pulse is put On the cone, Lhe waveform
then has both polarities for large r; c]~ereflections combine to give
a net time inte~ral which compensates for the time integral of the initial.
pulse. However, the reflections are delayed in time relative to tl~einitial
pulse. Perhaps by appropriate design of the cone, including the cap on the
cone, the reflections can be spread out in time to give a much lower absolute
amplitude than the initial pulse.

J
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There are then a few relatively simple things which can be said about the
radiated pulse. For retarded times less than the clear time the radiated
waveform is the same as the waveform applied to the antenna; for large r
the time integral over the complete waveform is practically zero with both
polarities present in the waveform. There are perhaps some things which
can be done to improve the waveform for late retarded times, but these are
not considered here.

IV. Efficiencies

As an indication of the manner in which various parameters effect the
performance of this type of simulator, consider the efficiency of this
simulator for radiating electromagneticenergy. First, consider
efficiency, rI1,based on the stored capacitive energy before and
the generator. Initially there is stored in the charged coaxial
energy

‘1
=+CCV:

where V1 is the voltage on the generator and where the generator
is given by

‘tC==r
c

a maximum
after firing
generator an

(25)

capacitance

(26)

m After the generator has fired and the generator-antennacombination has
settled down to a voltage, V2, there is left an energy (neglecting leakage

( of charge from the antenna and generator)

‘2 =; (Cc+ca) v;

where the antenna capacitance is given by

t
Ca’$

a

(27)

(28)

Due to fringing fields at the top of the cone and to additional structures
on top of the cone for waveform shaping, Ca is actually larger than the
value from equation (28) which is used for these calculations.

Since charge is conserved on the generator-antennacombination
in this configuration, then

cc v~ = (Cc+ca) V2

The ratio of the two energies

f-l

is now

‘2 cc~a ‘;—= =v2_cc

‘1
cc ~ VI Cc+ca

1

(30)

13
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Assuming the difference of the two energies is all radiated from the antenna$
this gives a maximum efficiency

‘2 Ca-—
~1=1-~” Cc+ca

(31)

With matched generator and antenna pulse impedances,permit~ivities,and
permeabi.litieswe have

ta

‘1=—= [1+ :]-1 = [1+ ;]-1
t L+ta

(32)

In this last form the maximum efficiency is related to the normalized pulse
width, D, showing that one can increase nl by decreasing D,

Second, consider a minimum efficiency, rIo,,based on the fraction of
the energy stored in the generator which is radiated in the initial pulse
before any reflections are mixed in, as observed at r>>a. This is illustrated
in figure 5 which shows part of the initial pulse with no reflections mixed
in it (at large r). consider then a square pulse of voltage, Vo, current,
Io, and pulS@ width, td. The power in this pulse is

v’
P. = VOIO ‘ $

a
(33)

and the total energy is

v’
U. = Potd = #’ td (34)

a

Using the distributionfunction of equation (9), a voltage, V, as
a function of e can be considered as

v= Vofv(e) (35)

Then for this TEM wave the power between angles 0 and ~ is

v’
$fP3 = vofv~o = ~ v (36)

This last point can be seen by constructinganother cone at angle, 6, and
considering the power on each of the two conical transmission lines separately.
The power per unit angle is then

ap3 v: afV V’
P3=-~=-—— azf

Za ao Za E

Finally, we have an energy per unit angle, 6, and per unit radius, r, in
the initial pulse as ,

P3 ~ v;
u = —= -—
0 c Cz a ‘E

-...

)-.

(38)
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e The minimum efficiency,mo,as we have defined it, is the ratio of the
energy in the initial pulse before reflections are mixed in it, at large r,
to the total energy, or equivalently one minus the ratio of the energy in that
part of the initial pulse which has reflections mixed in it, at large r, to
the total energy. Taking the latter approach gives

,.
:1

00

~

“1
- EJo

sin(e)fEdO =

60
*

‘1

(39)

The factor, d-b, is the radial extent of the initial pulse for which reflections
are mixed in for large r; 91 is the ‘largestO for which this factor applies.
Substituting for U. and U. gives

no=l- J(1- :)fEde ,(40)

00

Expand B as

B=l - cOs(O-eo)

= 1 - cos(e)cos(60)-sin(e)sin(Oo) (41)

Substituting into equation (40) then gives

‘1

“J
el

sin(eo)
no “1++ fEde -—

D f
sin(6)fEde

e. e.

‘1

Cos(eo)
.—

D 1
cos(e)fEde (42):

e.

Substituting for fE from equations,(n) and (12) the three integrals are

()

el

s

‘1 ‘1
ln[cot ~1

fEde = - fv = l-fV(el) = I -

(6)

(43)
60

00 ln[cot ~ ]

n

(44)

and

~

‘1

!

61

[1

sin(el)
in

sin(eo)
cOs(e)fEde = 1

T

cOt(e)de = (45)
ln[cot ~le

[)

e
e in [cot ~ ]
o 0
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Thus the minimum efficiency is

II.

(1
‘1

no =1+% l-’n[cot:] -+’’-’”,

()
ln[cot Y ]

(1
ln[cot ~ ]

[1

sin(91)

C*S(eo) 1* sin(eo)
--

D

[1

00
ln[cot ~ ]

{ ()}{60 -1
=1- Dln[cot ~ ] (D-1)in

where 61 can be replaced in terms of 60 and D from equation (24).

This minimum efficiency, no, is plotted in figure 6 versus D for
various values of 600 Note that no is increased by decreasing D. For
comparison ql from equation (32) is also included on this graph. In
figure 7, no is plotted versus t30for various valuesof D. Note that rIo
has a maximum value for a fixed D at some intermediate6.. This maximum
value, no and the correspondingvalue of 00 are plotted versus the

maxy
normalized pulse width, D, in figure 8. To achieve a large value of ~omax

one can see that it is necessary to make the slant height, a, of tilecone
rather large compared to tilespatial pulse width, d.

v. Summary

A circular conical antenna can then radiate,ac least initially,
a pulse which is a faithful reproduction of Che pulse applied to the
antenna. For better results the pulse width in space should be small
compared to the slant height of the cone. Perhaps the performance of
such a simulator can be improved by adding an appropriate cap to the
antenna to increase the antenna capacitance and to minimize the adverse
effects of the reflection of the pulse at the top of the cone, There are
limitations on the simulator performance in that r times the complete
time integral of the radiated waveform must go to zero in the limit of
large r. For convenience in the calculationswe have taken a cone which
is symmetric about the vertical axis.’ Actually, other types of conical
structuresmight be used in an attempt to optimize various aspects of
the radiated waveform. One might desire a different orientation for the
radiated fields; one might try to optimize the waveform radiated in a
particular direction at the expense of the waveforms in other directions.
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As mentioned in the beginning, one motivation for this type of a
simulator far the nuclear electromagneticpulse is to be able to radiate
a fast, large-amplitudepulse at a system which is in operation in flight.
An interesting question might be how large a pulse one might be able to
achieve. Take around 10 MV (into the antenna) for the rough capabilities
for the energy sources for the upcoming super flash X-ray machines. Choose
a 60 of about .15Trand a D of about .1 for an assumed pulse width from the
generator of about 70 ns. The slant height of the cone is then about 210
meters. (This could present significantmechanical problems.) Letting fE
be roughly one for some 6 of interest, we can estimate the magnitude of
the electric field versus r. At 100 meters we have about 105 volts/meter,
at 1 kilometer about 104 volts/meter, and at 10 kilometers about 103 volts/
meter. These numbers can, of course, be scaled to other generator voltages.

Various practical problems, such as voltage breakdown on the antenna,
will have to be considered for a real simulator. Before one builds such a
large structure (as indicated by the above numbers) it may be advisable
to measure the electrical response on an electrical scale model, This
would also permit an empirical evaluation of the full characteristicsof
the radiated waveform,includingthe effects of adding various cap configura-
tions to the top ‘ofthe cone.
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